Lift Design

We are approachable and enthusiastic lift design experts specialising in providing **bespoke lifts**, **lift shafts** and **staircases** in traditional and modern materials.
On-site at Rothschilds Bank Headquarters
Paul Britton  Principal

Dean Payton  Designer

Darko Stavric  Project Manager
Our approach is simple, provide us with basic information and by return we’ll work up a concept sketch and budget.

Take it to the next stage, for a fixed price, we’ll produce drawings and details in 2D or 3D along with calculations & builder’s work information.

Depending on the complexity of the design we will produce animated photo realistic media (CGI) of the proposed design which is very helpful to visualise the form and materiality of the finished design.

Finally, we provide cost certainty for the manufacture, installation and certification.
Private  London  value: £190,000  2004
Client: Private  Architect: OSEL Architecture

Grade II Listed Georgian staircase with free-standing glass and steel shaft.

Private  South Edwards Square, London  value: £190,000  2005
Client: Private

Grade II Listed Georgian staircase with free-standing glass and steel shaft.
Rothschild's bank headquarters  The City, London  value: £390,000  2009-10
Client: Bovis  Architect: Office of Metropolitan Architects + Allies & Morrison

Three-stop panoramic glass lift with minimal structure serving the ‘sky pavilion’ (upper-most level).

The Ivy Club  London  value: £525,000  2008
Client: Caprice Holdings

Illuminated minimal glass staircase and landings and glass lift.

Nokia Flagship Store  Regents Street, London  value: £400,000  2008
Client: Nokia Retail  Architect: 8inc. New York

26 person fully glazed lift, lift shaft & staircase.
National Convention Centre  *Spencer Dock, Dublin*  value: **£1.9 million**  2009-10

Client: *SISK*  Architect: *KRJDA*

The design & installation of the world’s first 25,000kg Truck Lift, traveling over 30m serving 5 floors; and high-speed van lift traveling the same distance serving 9 floors.

---

The British Museum  *London*  value: **Confidential**  2010-Current

Client: *Stannah*  Architect: *Rogers Stirk Harbour + Partners*

The design of a 52 tonne capacity vehicle lifts and 52 tonne capacity retracting pavement lid.